
Miller Paint’s Super Color line combines 
superior performance with the convenience 
of high-hiding power. Designed to provide 
exceptional hide and easy application in 
brighter and lighter colors, Super Colors are 
available in red, yellow, and white bases. 
100% acrylic and suitable for interior and 
exterior use,  Super Color finishes include 
Velvet, Satin, and Semigloss.

 � Superior Hide

 � Easy Application

 � Interior & Exterior

 � 100% Acrylic

 � Available in Velvet, Satin, and  
Semigloss Sheens

Super Color

FLAT
A flat finish will minimize visibility of surface 
imperfections due to lack of light refraction. It is best 
used for rough surfaces or surfaces that are regularly 
repainted or touched up. 

VELVET
Ideal for projects where a deep, rich look is desired 
yet only a minimal sheen is needed, and mostly seen 
at an angle. It reduces dirt pick-up and provides some 
washability. Ideal for full body exterior work where some 
sheen is desired. Best used when the surface is free of 
major imperfections.

SATIN
This finish will minimize dirt pick-up and is washable. 
Ideal for full body exterior work where some sheen is 
desired. Best used when the surface is free of major 
imperfections. Use in applications like exterior body, 
sidings (wood or metal), exterior rough or smooth trim.

SEMIGLOSS
This high-sheen product is very washable and perfect 
for areas that are more susceptible to dirt, grease and 
moisture. Use in applications like exterior smooth siding, 
exterior smooth wood trim, and primed metal surfaces.



ABOUT MILLER PAINT
Manufactured in Portland, Oregon since 1890, Miller Paint is an employee-owned company with over 50 stores 
throughout Oregon, Washington and Idaho. Miller Paint products are specifically formulated for the Pacific Northwest 
climate and are known for outstanding quality and durability. Praised for exceptional customer service and color 
expertise, Miller Paint is the region’s go-to paint for homeowners and professionals alike.

For a location near you, go to www.millerpaint.com

Specification figures should be taken as accurate for products being produced at the time of publication in untinted white bases only. Formulation improvements may be 
made from time to time that may affect these figures to some degree. Manufacturing tolerances of +/-2% are considered acceptable. Whenever a change is made that 
the Manufacturer considers substantial, the specification will be revised.Miller and Miller Paints are registered trademarks of Miller Paint Co., Inc. Portland, OR.REV 9/16

VOLUME SOLIDS VISCOSITY WEIGHT PER GAL GLOSS VOC (MINUS WATER)

INT SUPER WHITE EGGSHELL 40.5 95-100 KU 10.97 5-10% @ 60° <50

INT SUPER WHITE SATIN 39.3 95-100 KU 10.35 10-20% @ 60° <50

INT SUPER WHITE SEMIGLOSS 36.5 95-100 KU 10.95 45-55% @ 60° <50

EXT SUPER WHITE VELVET 46.5 100-105 KU 11.93 4-20% @ 60° <50

EXT SUPER WHITE SATIN 44.4 100-105 KU 11.12 10-20% @ 60° <50

EXT SUPER WHITE SEMIGLOSS 44.4 100-105 KU 10.56 45-55% @ 60° <50

SUPER RED VELVET 27.4 105-110 KU 9.59 4-20% @ 60° <100

SUPER RED SATIN 26.5 105-110 KU 9.14 10-20% @ 60° <100

SUPER RED SEMIGLOSS 26 105-110 KU 8.79 45-55% @ 60° <100

SUPER YELLOW VELVET 26.4 105-110 KU 9.96 4-20% @ 60° <100

SUPER YELLOW SATIN 26.5 105-110 KU 9.96 10-20% @ 60° <100

SUPER YELLOW SEMIGLOSS 27 105-110 KU 9.96 45-55% @ 60° <100

COVERAGE:  Approximately 300-400 square feet per gallon @ 1.5 dry mils. Two coats recommended for 
even coverage. Coverage depends on porosity and profile of the surface.

DRY TIME:  One hour to touch and four hours to recoat @ 70°F and 50% relative humidity.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR SUPER COLOR FINISH


